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INTRODUCTION
Background
Promoting inclusive and sustainable economic growth, employment and decent work for all is one of the
main objectives of international development finance institutions (“IFIs”). To track progress on these goals
IFIs collect some direct data from their investees, typically on business financials and headcount. However,
literature suggests that revenues and direct employment are not good proxies for overall economic and
employment impacts, and do not say anything about environmental impact.
Over the last few years Steward Redqueen has developed tailored models for IFIs to help them quantify the
indirect impact associated with their investments. IFIs have published these results in their annual reports
(CDC 2019, FMO 2020). However, despite using the same methodology to quantify impact, results are not
comparable due to different assumptions used; and the results mainly focused on indirect jobs.
In January 2019, Steward Redqueen brought together several IFIs to explore harmonisation of approaches,
which resulted in an agreement between Steward Redqueen, FMO, CDC and Proparco to work towards one
harmonised model. In the months that followed, BIO, the African Development Bank (AfDB) and Findev
Canada joined the Development Panel, and activities have been aligned with the European Development
Finance Institutions (EDFI) work program of 2019-20 to further align approaches to impact. In the course
of 2021, PIDG, KfW, the Climate Investment Funds, OeEB joined the Development Panel as well. And more
recently, in November 2021, a collaboration with the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF)
was put in place to align the GHG emission calculations and attribution methodology with its Global GHG
Accounting and Reporting Standard for the Financial Industry.
The Joint Impact Model (JIM), which is available online, is the result of this joint harmonisation effort.

1.2

Objective
The purpose of the JIM is to enable users to estimate the gross direct and indirect economic, employment
and environmental impacts of a portfolio of investments in developing markets in a single year, and to
track changes in these impacts over time.
The JIM is a portfolio-level tool that relies on modelling, using statistics reflecting sector and country
averages. Impact results from the model can be considered robust at the portfolio level. Results for
individual investments or small portfolios will be indicative only; alternative impact measurement tools will
generally be preferred.

1.3

Key features
The JIM has the following key characteristics:
•

Harmonised: the methodology and assumptions used in the model are consistently applied across
portfolios of users, and guidelines are provided on input data and reporting;

•

Publicly available: the model is made accessible to other impact investors besides the Parties;

•

Transparent: the methodology, assumptions and limitations are published alongside the model;

•

Collaborative: users and experts are encouraged to contribute to model development. Model
improvements/expansions will always be made available to all users;

•

User operated: users can upload input data themselves, and generate results based on their own
selection criteria;

•

Up-to-date: the model uses the latest available macro-economic statistics;

•

Secure: no data or results are stored locally.

1
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Intended users
The institutions eligible to access the JIM are:

1.5

•

Members of the Association of European Development Finance Institutions;

•

Bilateral and multilateral development banks;

•

International finance institutions;

•

Signatories of the IFC Operating Principles;

•

Signatories of the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF);

•

Financial institutions with a portfolio of companies in developing countries.

Governance
The Parties will establish a Foundation, responsible for a credible oversight of the development of the JIM
and its uses, as well as to manage the calendar of updates and model development.

1.6

Impact indicators
The key economic and environmental impact indicators of the model are:
•

•

1

2

Employment: all working age people (15 years and older) who are engaged in any activity to
produce goods or provide services for pay or profit, expressed in number of people.1 Employment
is further broken down in:
o

Female employment: all working age females (15 years and older) engaged in any activity
to produce goods or provide services for pay or profit;

o

Formal employment: all working age people (15 years and older) hired by an employer
under an established working agreement;

o

Informal employment: all working age people (15 years and older) working for an
organisation despite not being provided with a working agreement 2;

o

Youth employment: all people, regardless of gender, between 15 and 25 years old who
are engaged in any activity to produce goods or provide services for pay or profit.

Value added: the sum of salaries, taxes and savings, equivalent to gross domestic product,
expressed in monetary value;
o

Salaries: value of net wages paid to all full-time and part-time employees of the
organisation during the reporting period;

o

Taxes: all transfers to the government made by a client over the reporting period;

o

Savings (profits): value of the organisation's net earnings (profit).

The employed comprise all persons of working age who, during a specified period, were in the following categories: a) paid
employment (whether at work or with a job but not at work); or b) self-employment (whether at work or with an enterprise but not at
work). Source: ILOSTAT; This means that the employment results do not reflect fulltime equivalents (FTE).
Specifically, informal employment is defined as an employment relationship not covered in law or practice by national labour
legislation, income taxation, social protection, or employment benefits. Likewise, formal employment is defined as an employment
relationship that is covered by national national labour legislation. Source: ILOSTAT

2
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GHG emissions: the sum of CO2 and non-CO2 emissions, expressed in CO2-eq:
o

CO2 emissions: CO2 emitted in the combustion of fossil fuels;

o

Non-CO2 emissions: methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) and fluorinated gases (F-gases)
emitted.

Not included are: CO2 emissions from forestry and other changes in land use (about 11% of GHG
emissions worldwide)3.
Users can combine indicators to obtain additional insights. For example, the value added per job or
salaries per job give some indication of the quality of jobs supported, although there are many other
elements of job quality that are not (yet) covered (e.g. working conditions, workplace safety, etc).
Furthermore, the GHG emissions per unit of value added can be compared to national ambitions to reduce
the GHG emissions per unit of GDP.

1.7

Scope of impacts
In quantifying impacts, the JIM takes the borrower or investee (“client”) as the starting point (for financing
through financial intermediaries this means the investee of the financial intermediary). The model
estimates both the direct impacts and (part of) the indirect impacts of clients. In particular, the model
covers the following impacts:
•

Direct: impacts at the client company/ project;

•

Supply chain: impacts at the client company/ project’s suppliers and their suppliers;

•

Induced: impacts associated with the spending of wages earned by employees of the client
company/ project, its suppliers and their suppliers;

•

Finance enabling: impacts at companies, suppliers of companies, and their suppliers associated
with the financial intermediary’s lending;

•

Power enabling: impacts associated with the additional output created by companies that use the
additional power generated by the client company/ project, as well as by non-power using firms in
their supply chain (e.g. small-scale agriculture).

For GHG emissions, the key reference point is the GHG Protocol. The table below provides more details on
the coverage of emissions by the JIM for each of the GHG Protocol scopes. Keeping the limitations
described in this document in mind, users could use these for their PCAF reporting.

3

More specifically the following GHG emission are excluded: GHG emissions from biomass burning, tropical forest fire, deforestation,
biomass combustion, land sources and sinks of land use, changes of land use and forestry, other CO2 emissions not attributable to
fossil fuel combustion such as emissions from chemical, metallurgical and mineral transformation processes, and methane
emissions from underground storage and geothermal energy; Combustion of fossil fuels represents about 65% of total GHG
emissions worldwide, while non-CO2 gases represent about 24% of all GHG emissions worldwide:
https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/global-greenhouse-gas-emissions-data.
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Table 1: GHG Protocol Scopes covered by the JIM
Scope

Definition

Comment4

Scope 1

Direct emissions from
owned or controlled
sources.

Direct GHG emissions of client.

Scope 2

Indirect emissions from
the
generation
of
purchased energy.

Supply chain (upstream) GHG emissions related to the client’s direct electricity
supplier.

Scope 3

All indirect emissions
(not included in Scope 2)
that occur in the value
chain of the client.

Supply chain (upstream) GHG emissions are included. Results are split
between Scope 3 emissions related to the client’s local supply chain and
Scope 3 emissions related to the client’s international supply chain.

n/a

Not included are: end-of-life treatment of sold products, use of sold products
and downstream transportation and distribution
Induced GHG emissions, downstream GHG emissions related to activities
enabled by additional power supply.

The impacts quantified are gross impacts, the model does not take into account any substitution impacts.
Employment and value added impacts are limited to the local (i.e. domestic) economy – they only capture
impacts that arise in the country in which the client operates (or the project takes place) –, while GHG
emissions impact includes import-related impacts as well. The JIM only works for developing countries.
The model does not measure impacts related to social wellbeing and health, imports (except for GHG
emissions), re-spending of taxes by the government, re-spending of royalties paid by firms, productivity
impacts of better logistics and connectivity, and re-spending of personal loans, insurance, or mortgages.

1.8

Use of JIM in investment cycle
The JIM can be used for both ex-post and ex-ante impact quantification, although ex-post use is preferred.
Ex-post
The JIM is most suited for impact quantification as part of portfolio monitoring and evaluation (ex-post).
Users can use the JIM to quantify:
•

The impact of a user’s outstanding portfolio in a particular year, based on data of all clients the
user provided financing to and that are still active accounts in that particular year;

•

The change in impact of a user’s outstanding portfolio over time:
o

Change in impact between a user’s full portfolio in year 1 and in year 2, based on full
portfolio data for year 1 and year 2 (sample for both years will not be the same due to
exits, loan repayments and new entries);

o

Change in impact for sample of companies that were in a user’s portfolio both in year 1
and year 2.

Ex-ante
The JIM could also be used at the investment stage (ex-ante). Users can use the JIM to quantify:
•

4

The expected future impact of a user’s committed (or intended) portfolio, based on data of all
clients the user committed (or intends to commit) financing to in a particular year;

Emissions financed through a financial intermediary are not yet part of the PCAF reporting.
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The change in expected future impact of a user’s committed portfolio over time:
o

Change in expected future impact between a user’s committed portfolio in year 1 and in
year 2, based on all committed financing in year 1 and year 2.

The ex-ante approach is based on some additional assumptions compared to the ex-post approach:
•

Impacts quantified are the expected future impacts of the client/financing over all time;

•

Constant production structure, labour productivity and capital productivity of clients and suppliers;

•

Committed financing will be fully disbursed.

Data input requirements for ex-post and ex-ante impact quantifications are to a large extent the same. Only
for project finance and attribution of impacts, some inputs differ. Please see Sections 0 and 0 respectively.

1.9

Maintenance, Development & Updates
Steward Redqueen is responsible for ensuring the continuous availability of the model in the cloud, and for
updates of the macro-economic statistics of the model.
There will be continuous model development to refine and/or expand estimates. Model development is
managed by the Joint Impact Foundation. Users are encouraged to contribute to model development and
discuss their contribution with the Joint Impact Foundation.
The model is updated regularly to reflect the latest macro-economic statistics and incorporate model
developments. New releases are announced in advance and are expected to take place one to two times a
year.

1.10 Data security
The model is available in a cloud-based application which is hosted in a Dutch based secure data centre.
Data is transferred between the user’s machine and the server, but not stored. All communications
between the web app, and the server are securely encrypted. The datacentre will provide the following
physical security measures:
•

Continuous surveillance at datacentre;

•

Secure entrance using biometric identification;

•

Secured Server unit;

•

ISO 270001 and NEN 7510 certification.

1.11 This document
This document Section 2 introduces the model methodology, its scope, data sources and key limitations;
Section 3 provides rules for filling in the data input template, definitions of key data inputs and example
scenarios for filling in the data; Section 4 describes how to use the Web-based User Interface application;
and Section 5 advises on reporting terminology and key considerations.
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THE METHODOLOGY
This section describes the main methodological approaches to measuring the results in the JIM. The focus
is on the core economic modelling methodology used – Input-output (IO) modelling – as well as the data
sources. Furthermore, this section provides an explanation of the robustness of the results, and highlights
some of the main assumptions inherent to the model. A more detailed explanation of the methods used in
the JIM is provided in the accompanying Methodology Paper.

2.1

Input-output methodology
The main methodology used to estimate a company’s economic and environmental impact is IO modelling.
The methodology was to a great extent developed by the Nobel Prize winning economist Wassily Leontief
and is commonly used by economists to quantify indirect impacts. The underlying idea of IO modelling is to
trace company revenues through an economy revealing linkages between the company and other sectors
in the economy.
This can be done using a statistical representation of an economy, referred to as a Social Accounting
Matrix (SAM), which describes the financial flows of all economic transactions that take place within an
economy. In other words, it shows, per sector how much a sector spends – on average – on other sectors
in the local economy, on imports, and on salaries, taxes and profits. As shown in Exhibit 1, in the SAM the
number of columns and rows are equal because all sectors or economic actors (industry sectors,
households, government and the foreign sector) are both buyers and sellers. Columns represent buyers
(expenditures) and rows represent sellers (receipts).
A SAM allows us to calculate how revenues (or local/total procurement spending, if available) of a company
in a given sector and country translates into output and value added for other sectors. By linking these
money flows to data on labour productivity and GHG emissions, the model can quantify the total supply
chain and induced value added, employment and GHG emissions related to a company.

Exhibit 1: Social accounting matrix (SAM)
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Complications with estimating total company results arise in the treatment of forward impacts. Forward
impacts are impacts related to the provision of previously unavailable goods and services or the
improvement thereof, such as financing provided by financial intermediaries or power production. For
these types of impacts the model relies on proxy data to quantify the additional company revenues related
to these investments. Two types of forward enabling impacts are included in the JIM:
•

Finance enabling impacts: to quantify these impacts, one needs to determine how financing
translates into revenues (and in turn into spending) by the companies to which it is provided. To do
this, the model uses average asset-turnover ratios per region (7) and per sector (65);

•

Power enabling impacts: to quantify these impacts one needs to determine how more power
translates into higher economy-wide revenues. To do this, the model uses a power-to-output
translation factor which reflect how an increase in a country’s power supply translates into
additional company revenues. The model uses a constant power-to-output translation factor of
1:0.02 for all countries and sectors. This means that it is assumed that a 1% increase in a
country’s power supply enables companies to increase their revenue by 0.02%. The ratio is a
straight average of the sector multipliers of 4 case studies (excluding outliers) for which detailed
data has been collected (i.e. Uganda, Nigeria, Uruguay and Turkey). It is also in line with the ratio
used by IFC.

Although the JIM can be used to measure the enabling impacts of power and financial services, there are
forward impacts from other sectors that are not accounted for in the current version. These include, among
others, the impacts of non-power infrastructure projects, such as roads, ports or railways.
For a detailed discussion of the JIM methodology, including alternatives to IO modelling, the reason why IO
modelling is used in the JIM, and an explanation of the pathways in which power and financing enable
economic activity, please refer to the accompanying Methodology paper.

2.2

Attribution
The total company results – namely, value added, employment and GHG emissions - may be attributed to
the JIM user. Attributed results reflect the share of company results that capital providers (i.e. JIM users)
can reasonably claim. The JIM takes a pragmatic approach to this attribution question and applies
prorating to attribute part of the impact to the investor’s intervention.
Prorating is the allocation of a part of the results to an investor based on its capital invested or debt
provided. The prorating methodology determines the prorating share and subsequently applies this to the
client’s impacts. This approach varies depending on the type of financing provided (e.g. listed debt,
unlisted equity, a mix). Users also have the option to include capital mobilised.
The attribution approach in the JIM is aligned with PCAF’s methodology to quantify attributed GHG
emissions and can be used for portfolio GHG foot-printing. For a more elaborate explanation of the
attribution methodology applied, please refer to Annex 5 of this document or Section 6 of the Methodology
document.

2.3

Data sources
The JIM aggregates publicly available macro-economic statistics to calculate the impact results. There are
four main data sources used in the JIM:
1. Global Trade and Analysis Project (GTAP): The Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) is a global
database of bilateral trade patterns, production, consumption and intermediate use of
commodities and services. It contains 121 tables for individual countries and 65 sectors. The
base year of the GTAP data used in the model is 2014;
2. International Labour Organization (ILO): ILOSTAT contains modelled statistics from national
sources on employment by branch of economic activity, disaggregated by sex and other
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characteristics (age, education, etc.). The data are available for all countries worldwide and 14
categories of economic activity. The base years of the employment statistics used in the model are
2018 and 2019;
3. World Bank: The World Bank has a collection of Development Indicators, compiled from officiallyrecognised international sources. The data are the most current and accurate global development
data available, and include national, regional and global estimates. Key indicators used are GDP
per sector and gross fixed capital formation. The base years of the indicators used in the model
are 2018 and 2019. Moreover, data for 2014 is used to quantify changes between 2014 and
2018, and 2014 and 2019;
4. International Energy Agency (IEA): The IEA has an Energy Data Centre which provides an
authoritative and comprehensive source of global energy data. The IEA collects, assesses and
disseminates energy statistics on supply and demand, compiled into energy balances. The base
year of the energy consumption statistics used in the model is 2018.
In instances in which data from one of these four sources is unavailable (or for whatever reason,
unusable), other data sources are used instead. For a detailed explanation of the data sources, and a list
of all the data/indicators from these sources, please see Section 7.1 of the Methodology paper.
With 2018 and 2019 data available in version 2.0, the employment statistics applied depend on the
inputted fiscal year. A fiscal year of 2018 or before will use 2018 data, while a fiscal year of 2019 or later
will rely on 2019 employment intensities.

2.4

Robustness of results
Results should be interpreted as directionally correct estimates. They are calculated on an individual
investment basis and subsequently aggregated for analysis and reporting purposes. As the model is based
on country and sector averages, it is likely that modelled individual company results differ from real
practices due to unique company characteristics. But in the aggregate, companies are expected to reflect
these averages more closely. As a result, outcomes become more accurate for a larger number of
companies.
The level of confidence in the results is a mapping that depends on the degree of modelling used, input
data provided and availability of macro-economic statistics. Confidence levels are rated on a five-level
scale, with five being the highest level of confidence and one being the lowest. Direct results, for which no
modelling is involved, are assumed to be accurate and therefore given a five-score confidence level. For
supply chain impacts, power enabling and finance enabling impacts, results receive four, three, two or one
scores depending on the availability of country-specific macro-economic statistics and input data (for more
information about input data see Section 3).
Impact

Confidence
level max.

Direct

5

Elements reducing
confidence levels
•

no optional inputs (if
relevant)

•

no real data

•

no country statistics (if
no real data provided)

•

world statistics

•

fiscal year not valid

•

“miscellaneous” sector

Rationale
The confidence level is highest (5) when no modelling is
needed and all (required & optional) real data is provided.
If no real data is provided and estimations are necessary,
the confidence level of results reduces. Furthermore, if only
GTAP regional statistics are available to make estimations,
the level of uncertainty increases further, and the
confidence level drops.
Finally, if the fiscal year is different from the ideal 20172019 interval, the confidence level decreases.
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•

no optional inputs

•

no country statistics

•

world statistics

•

fiscal year not valid

•

“miscellaneous” sector

•

no optional inputs

•

no country statistics

•

world statistics

•

fiscal year not valid

•

“miscellaneous” sector

•

no country statistics

•

world statistics

•

fiscal year not valid

•

“miscellaneous” sector

Supply chain impacts are always estimated5, which reduces
the maximum confidence level to 4.
Furthermore, if no optional inputs are provided and no
GTAP country statistics are available, the level of
uncertainty increases, and the confidence level drops.
Finally, if the fiscal year is different from the ideal 20172019 interval, the confidence level decreases.
Induced impacts are always estimated. As an additional
layer of assumptions is needed compared to supply chain
impacts (on household consumption patterns), the
maximum confidence level is reduced to 3.
Furthermore, if no optional inputs are provided and no
country statistics are available, the level of uncertainty
increases, and the confidence level drops.
Finally, if the fiscal year is different from the ideal 20172019 interval, the confidence level decreases.
Finance enabling impacts are always estimated. As
financial intermediary client data is not available, additional
assumptions must be made to convert capital into
additional company revenues. This reduces the confidence
level to 2.
Furthermore, if no country statistics are available, the level
of uncertainty increases, and the confidence level drops.
Finally, if the fiscal year is different from the ideal 20172019 interval, the confidence level decreases.

Power enabling

2

•

no power
data

•

fiscal year not valid

production

Power enabling impacts are always estimated. As no data is
available on the users of power, additional assumptions
have to be made to convert power production into
additional company revenues. This reduces the confidence
level to 2.
Furthermore, if no power production data are available, the
level of uncertainty increases, and the confidence level
drops.
Finally, if the fiscal year is different from the ideal 20172019 interval, the confidence level decreases.

Please note that the confidence level cannot go below 1.

2.5

Limitations
There are a number of well-known limitations to IO modelling6. These include assumptions of: no changes
in returns to scale, fixed technical coefficients of production, no consideration of price changes, no
consideration of macroeconomic changes, no changes in time, and no supply or capacity constraints.
Overcoming some of these assumptions is possible with alternative modelling methods, such as
computable general equilibrium (CGE). However, CGE modelling comes with its own set of limitations, such
as a greater complexity, more data requirements and less interpretable results. A full discussion of the
limitations of IO modelling is provided in the Methodology paper.
In addition to the limitations of the modelling techniques, there are also limitations inherent in the data
sources used in the JIM. For example, data from the ILO is based on modelled estimates from the
organisation using the latest available actual data. However, the representativeness of these modelled
estimates to actual figures is, like any modelling exercise, partial. As such, using these to further model
impacts may result in less representative figures than if primary data were used. Furthermore, data from
the World Bank Development Indicators are, at times, either unavailable or out of date. The data used in
the JIM is updated regularly, so as this data becomes available, the JIM will take it into account. For more
information on the data limitations, please refer to the Methodology paper.

The exception is Scope 2 GHG emissions, for which real data can be provided. If real data is inserted in the input template, the
confidence level will be 5.
6 Miller, R., and P. Blair (2009): Input-Output Analysis: Foundations and Extensions. Cambridge University Press. Cambridge, UK.
5
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THE INPUT TEMPLATE
This section describes inputs per client type, distinguishing between required data, referred to as “must
haves”, and optional data, referred to as “nice to haves”. The required data are crucial for the delivery of
impact results. The optional data help refine results, but the model is able to run without it.
Besides providing an overview of the indicators and unit of measurement, the tables show for which scope
of impact (i.e. all, supply chain, direct, finance enabling, power enabling) the indicator is used and if it only
affects a specific type of impact (i.e. jobs, value added, GHG emissions).

3.1

Input formatting rules
Users must follow the rules below when compiling an input file. If the data is not filled in correctly, the
model will not be able to calculate results. These 12 rules should be read carefully. If you have an error
with the file or results, first double check whether these rules have been followed correctly:
1. File type: input data needs to be uploaded to the model in Excel format (.xlsx, .xls);
2. Sheet names: please use the same sheet names as in the example Excel files: “Client input” (for
general portfolio data); “FI and PE” (for FI enabling data); “Attribution” (for attribution data);
3. Rows: each client needs to be entered in a new row. For clients in multiple sectors or countries,
enter a separate row for each permutation and include the appropriate values as such;
4. Columns: each indicator needs to be entered in a new column. The column names must match the
indicator names provided in this document exactly – otherwise, the JIM will not be able to
calculate results. Please check no spaces are added at the end of the indicator names. Also note
that indicators are only included once as a column name;
5. Order: the order of clients or indicators is flexible, with exception of the first indicator. The first
indicator always needs to be “Client name/code”;
6. Units: always use the unit as indicated (i.e. for power production, use MWh not KWh) in this
document and insert the full number (i.e. no abbreviated numbers in thousands, millions or
billions and so on). If a cell contains numbers, do not add any text;
7. Values: if a value or data point is not available, please insert “n/a”. If a value is zero, please insert
zero (0). Do not leave cells blank;
8. Lists: make sure that inputs pre-defined in the sheet Lists, such as country or client type, are
spelled correctly. You can also use the dropdown lists of the Template file to select the correctly
spelled inputs. The available lists are also provided in Appendix 2 of the User Guide (only GTAP,
NACE 1 and 2);
9. Currency: always provide data in one currency for the full template (either EUR or USD). The
currency used in the template should be stated in the cell above “Client name/code” in the first
sheet. The exchange rate used in the model to convert EUR to USD is 1.187;
10. Client types: data for several client types can be provided in the same template. A list of the
available client types is included in Appendix 2;
11. Economic activity: we encourage users to select the input categories carefully and be as detailed
as possible; when using GTAP sectors, please use a space between the sector numbers that are
applicable (e.g. you can enter: 2 3 4 16 18);
12. Years: data for multiple fiscal years can be provided in the same template.
The Excel input file has four sheets:
7

Official exchange rate 2018, period average, World Bank Development Indicators.
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•

“Client input”: provides an example of how data inputs can be provided for all direct clients of
finance providers as well as portfolio companies of financial intermediaries (if data on underlying
companies projects of financial intermediaries is available – Option A);

•

“FI and PE”: provides an example of how data inputs can be provided for financial intermediaries
(if no data is available on underlying companies and/or projects – Option B);

•

“Attribution”: provides an example of how investment data can be provided for attribution;

•

“Lists”: provides all the input lists of Appendix 2 (client types, power technology types, etc.).

Considerations
There are a few additional points that should be taken into consideration when filling in the input file.

3.3

•

Data quality: The JIM will use the data provided in the input file as given. The results therefore are
only as accurate as the data provided. If the data fed into the model is incorrect for any reason, so
will be the results. For this reason, it is important that the data put into the input file is the best
available data at the time and internal data validation checks have been conducted. The JIM will
provide checks on the data used and alert users to possible errors, such as typos, or incompatible
datapoints. Nonetheless, users are responsible for providing the best available data possible;

•

Data completeness: The JIM is designed to work with the absolute minimum amount of data
required to calculate impact. Having the required data is necessary to produce results through
modelling methods. However, more complete data sets that include optional data too will produce
results with higher levels of confidence;

•

Data volume: The speed at which the JIM calculates results is directly proportional to the number
of clients included in the input file. This means that the larger the volume of data used, the slower
the model will produce results.

Input data options
All clients
The below indicators show the required data that users need to include in the input file to estimate results,
irrespective of the client type. For definitions of these indicators, please see Appendix 1.

8

Input data

Comment

Client name/code

Used to map and link the results to a specific client.

Client type (List)

Always applies to the client inserted (and not the investee of the client in case of
financing through an FI), and determines the input data required.

Fiscal year (#)

Determines the year of the statistics used to quantify results.8

Reporting year (#)

Allows JIM users to link client data to their reporting year. It might differ from the
latest fiscal year for which client data is available.

Country/region of operations (List)

Determines which national, or regional, statistics are used to quantify results.
If a client has operations in multiple countries, the user can i) select a region, ii)
create separate lines for the same client (splitting information accordingly) or iii)
select the country where it has the largest share of its operations.

Economic activity (List)

Determines which sectoral statistics are used to quantify results.
Usable sectors are GTAP, ISIC and NACE 1-4 (see sheet “Lists” of the Input
Template). If a client has multiple economic activities, the user can insert them with
the customised breakdown feature.

The JIM’s current version uses either 2018 or 2019 statistics, depending on the fiscal year inserted. These are appropriate to
quantify results using data of fiscal years 2017-2020.
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Customised breakdown feature in “Client input” sheet: if a corporate has more than one relevant economic
activity, users can allocate the revenue across up to 6 different economic activities. To do so, they must
follow these steps:
1.

Set the client’s economic activity field to “Customised breakdown”;

2.

Insert the different activities in the customised breakdown section of the Input Template;

3.

Insert each economic activity’s corresponding revenue share, ensuring they add up to 100%.

When using the customised breakdown feature, the model will split the revenue using the shares provided,
quantify the impact from each economic activity and ultimately sum the results back together. If the shares
of all economic activities do not add up to 100% the remainder will be assigned to the “Miscellaneous”.

Corporates
The below indicators show the required data and the optional data that users can include in the input file
to estimate results for corporate clients. This data must be inserted in the “Client input” sheet.
Required data
Input data

Impact sub-scope

Revenue (# currency)

Direct, supply chain,
induced

Comment

Optional data
Input data

Impact sub-scope

Comment

Direct employment – operations & maintenance (FTE)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue
Used for jobs impact only

Direct employment – operations & maintenance – third
party hires (FTE)

Direct

Avoids double count of third party hires
Used for jobs impact only

Direct employment – operations & maintenance –
female (FTE)

Direct

Replaces estimation from direct employment
Used for jobs impact only

Direct employment – operations & maintenance –
female third party hires (FTE)

Direct

Replaces estimation from direct employment
Used for jobs impact only

EBITDA (# currency)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue
Proxy for direct taxes and net income

Payments to supplier organisations and individuals:
total (# currency)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from revenue

Payments to supplier organisations and individuals:
local (# currency)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from revenue or total
payments to suppliers

Permanent employee wages: total (# currency)

Induced

Replaces estimation from revenue

Payment to government (# currency)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue

Net income (# currency)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue

Absolute emissions - Scope 1 (tCO2eq)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue
Used for GHG impact only

Absolute emissions - Scope 2 (tCO2eq)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from modelling
Used for GHG impact only

Absolute emissions - Scope 3 (tCO2eq)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from modelling
Used for GHG impact only

Emission removals (tCO2eq)

Direct

Additional result indicator
Used for GHG impact only

Power technology type (List)

Direct, supply chain

Used to adjust scope 1 and 2 emissions in
case of renewable energy production

Comment

n/a

Additional information for the users’
convenience. Does not affect the results
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Financial intermediaries and their portfolio
Financial intermediaries
The below indicators show the required data and the optional data that users can include in the input file
to estimate results for financial intermediaries.
This data must be inserted in the “Client input” sheet.
Required data
Input data

Impact sub-scope

Comment

Net interest income (# currency)

Direct, supply chain,
induced

Proxy for revenue

Input data

Impact sub-scope

Comment

Direct employment – operations & maintenance (FTE)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue
Used for jobs impact only

Direct employment – operations & maintenance – third
party hires (FTE)

Direct

Avoids double count of third party hires
Used for jobs impact only

Direct employment – operations & maintenance –
female (FTE)

Direct

Replaces estimation from direct employment
Used for jobs impact only

Direct employment – operations & maintenance –
female third party hires (FTE)

Direct

Replaces estimation from direct employment
Used for jobs impact only

EBITDA (# currency)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue
Proxy for direct taxes and net income

Payments to supplier organisations and individuals:
total (# currency)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from revenue

Payments to supplier organisations and individuals:
local (# currency)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from revenue or total
payments to suppliers

Permanent employee wages: total (# currency)

Induced

Replaces estimation from revenue

Payment to government (# currency)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue

Net income (# currency)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue

Absolute emissions - Scope 1 (tCO2eq)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue
Used for GHG impact only

Absolute emissions - Scope 2 (tCO2eq)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from modelling
Used for GHG impact only

Absolute emissions - Scope 3 (tCO2eq)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from modelling
Used for GHG impact only

Emission removals (tCO2eq)

Direct

Additional result indicator
Used for GHG impact only

Power technology type (List)

Direct, supply chain

Used to adjust scope 1 and 2 emissions in
case of renewable energy production

Comment

n/a

Additional information for
convenience
Does not affect the results

Optional data

the

users’
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Underlying portfolio of financial intermediaries
In addition to estimating the impacts of financial intermediaries themselves, the model can also estimate
impacts enabled by the underlying portfolio of financial intermediaries (finance enabling impacts).
There are two options for inserting the data to model the impact of financial intermediaries’ portfolio. Note
that users can use both options at the same time, depending on data availability.
Personal loans, insurance and mortgages should be excluded as their impact on the real economy is
unclear.
OPTION A
The preferred option is to enter detailed data on the underlying companies in the “Client input” sheet, by
entering the same inputs than for corporate clients (see Section 0). This option is likely only possible for
investment funds.
To match the portfolio companies to the right financial intermediary, insert the name of company in the
“Investee name” input field and the corresponding financial intermediary’s name in the “Client name”
column.
OPTION B
When there is limited insight into the underlying portfolio, the second option is to enter high-level
information on the outstanding capital of the financial intermediary in the “FI and PE” input sheet.
Required data
Input data

Impact sub-scopes

Comment

Client name/code

Finance enabling

See comment in table section 3.3.1

Fiscal year (#)

Finance enabling

See comment in table section 3.3.1

Country/region of financial intermediary’s outstanding
amount (List)

Finance enabling

See comment in table section 3.3.1

Reporting year (#)

Finance enabling

See comment in table section 3.3.1

Economic activity of financial intermediary’s
outstanding amount (List)

Finance enabling

See comment in table section 3.3.1

Outstanding amount - financial intermediary (#
currency)

Finance enabling

Amount specified per country and sector. If
not available, committed amount can be
entered as a proxy

Input data

Impact sub-scopes

Comment

Share of capital - Micro enterprise (%)

Finance enabling

Share of capital – SME (%)

Finance enabling

Share of capital - Large enterprise (%)

Finance enabling

Optional data
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Projects
Project finance investments can be included in the JIM in the same template as corporate clients. The
below indicators show the required data and the optional data that users can include in the input file to
estimate impacts for projects. The model distinguishes two project types, i.e. permanent projects (project
finance operations phase) and temporary projects (project finance construction phase).
If projects are partly operational and partly still in construction, they can be entered in two separate lines.
To avoid a double count in power enabling impacts, the share of the capacity that is in use (and for which
“Power production” data is available), should be deducted from the “Installed capacity”.
Project finance operations phase (permanent projects)
Permanent projects are projects that are operational for a long period of time and generate annual
revenue. They are treated in the same way as corporates by the model. An example are power projects that
are operational and producing power on an annual basis.
Required data
Input data

Impact sub-scope

Revenue (# currency)

Supply chain, induced

Power production (MWh)

Power enabling

Comment

Optional data
Input data

Impact sub-scope

Comment

Direct employment – operations & maintenance (FTE)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue
Used for jobs impact only

Direct employment – operations & maintenance – third
party hires (FTE)

Direct

Avoids double count of third party hires
Used for jobs impact only

Direct employment – operations & maintenance –
female (FTE)

Direct

Replaces estimation from direct employment
Used for jobs impact only

Direct employment – operations & maintenance –
female third party hires (FTE)

Direct

Replaces estimation from direct employment
Used for jobs impact only

EBITDA (# currency)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue
Proxy for direct taxes and net income

Payments to supplier organisations and individuals:
total (# currency)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from revenue

Payments to supplier organisations and individuals:
local (# currency)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from revenue or total
payments to suppliers

Permanent employee wages: total (# currency)

Induced

Replaces estimation from revenue

Payment to government (# currency)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue

Net income (# currency)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue

Absolute emissions - Scope 1 (tCO2eq)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue
Used for GHG impact only

Absolute emissions - Scope 2 (tCO2eq)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from modelling
Used for GHG impact only

Absolute emissions - Scope 3 (tCO2eq)

Supply chain

Replaces estimation from modelling
Used for GHG impact only

Emission removals (tCO2eq)

Direct

Additional result indicator
Used for GHG impact only

Power technology type (List)

Direct, supply chain

Used to adjust scope 1 and 2 emissions in
case of renewable energy production

Comment

n/a

Additional information for
convenience
Does not affect the results

the

users
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Project finance construction phase (temporary projects)
Temporary projects are projects that are operating for a limited period of time, and that do not have annual
revenue. For these projects usually only the “Project value” is available. The model assumes that these
projects are in the construction phase, and the project amount is spent on local construction work.
The results that are quantified for these projects are considered to be temporary results; they cease to
exist when the project lifetime is ended. An example are power projects that are in the construction phase,
and temporary public sector projects.
Please note the following:
•

To estimate the impacts of projects outstanding in one particular year (ex-post), the project value
should be an annualised amount, equal to the project spending in the fiscal year provided;

•

To estimate the impacts of projects committed (ex-ante), the full project value can be inserted. The
impacts quantified then reflect the expected future impacts over the project’s lifetime;

•

The power enabling impacts based on the installed capacity of projects in construction phase are
always ex-ante estimations of expected future impacts;

•

If the project amount is not spent on local construction work only, users can overwrite the default
option of the model to allocate the project amount to construction, and distribute the project value
across up to 6 different economic activities using the “customised breakdown” feature (see
section 3.3.1).

Required data
Input data

Impact sub-scope

Project value (# currency)

Direct, Supply chain,
induced

Power technology type (List)

Power enabling

Installed capacity (# MW)

Power enabling

Comment

The miscellaneous categories do not provide
power enabling results. They would only be
used to quantify scope 1-2 emissions

Optional data
Input data

Impact sub-scope

Comment

Direct employment – construction phase (FTE)

Direct

Replaces estimation from revenue
Used for jobs impact

Direct employment – construction phase – female

Direct

Replaces estimation from direct employment
Used for jobs impact

Net capacity factor (%)

Power enabling

Replaces the model assumption

Attribution
Users that would like to take attribution into consideration should provide, in “Attribution” sheet, the input
data as included in the tables below. The model distinguishes two attribution approaches:
1. Commitment approach. Users can use this approach for ex-ante impact estimations at time of
commitment;
2. Outstanding approach. Users can use this approach for ex-post impact estimations.
Except for the capital input (committed amount versus outstanding amount) the inputs required for both
approaches are the same. Inputs do however vary per type of client:
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Unlisted companies and projects. For equity investments, “Relative equity share” data must be
provided, and if possible together with “Total equity”. For debt investments, users must enter
“Committed/Outstanding amount – Debt”. As for the client data, users should provide the client’s
“Total equity” and “Total debt”. If it is not available, users could also provide “Total balance sheet
value”.
For projects, the capital provided should be entered in the “Outstanding amount - Debt” column
and the total project value in the “Total balance sheet value” column;

•

Listed companies. For both equity and debt investments into listed companies, users can provide
the “Committed/Outstanding amounts”. Regarding client data, users must provide “Enteprise
Value Including Cash” (EVIC). If not available, “Total debt” and “Total equity” can be entered
instead. If this data is not available either, users can provide “Total balance sheet value”.

Please note that the attribution share is calculated by the model but not applied to the results. It is
displayed in a specific column of the Results file.
A detailed explanation of the attribution approach(es) used in the model is provided in Appendix 5 of this
document and Section 6 of the Methodology document.
Committed attribution inputs
Required data
Input data

Comment

Client name/code
Investee name

Only required if data is provided for an underlying investee of a
financial intermediary

Commitment year (#)
Committed amount – Debt

To provide in case of debt investment

Committed amount – Listed equity

To provide in case of listed equity investment

Relative equity share in commitment year

To provide in case of unlisted equity investment

Enterprise Value Including Cash in commitment year
(EVIC)

To provide in case of investment in listed client. If not available, provide
both “Total debt” or “Total equity”

Total equity in commitment year

To provide with “Total debt in commitment year”. In case of investment
in listed client, should only be provided if “EVIC” is not available

Total debt in commitment year

To provide with “Total equity in commitment year”. In case of
investment in listed client, should only be provided if “EVIC” is not
available

Total balance sheet value in commitment year

If either “Total debt” or “Total equity” is not available, this data point
must be provided

Optional data
Input data

Comment

Capital mobilised (# currency)

If data is provided, it will be added to the capital in the calculation of
attribution

Facility number

Additional field allowing users to track the amounts committed per
facility.
It will only be available in the Input Template
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Outstanding attribution inputs
Required data
Input data

Comment

Client name/code
Investee name

Only required if data is provided for an underlying investee of a
financial intermediary

Fiscal year (#)
Outstanding amount – Debt

To provide in case of debt investment

Outstanding amount – Listed equity

To provide in case of listed equity investment

Relative equity share in fiscal year

To provide in case of unlisted equity investment

Enterprise Value Including Cash in fiscal year (EVIC)

To provide in case of investment to listed client. If not available, provide
both “Total debt” and “Total equity”

Total equity in fiscal year

To provide with “Total debt in fiscal year”. In case of investment in
listed client, should only be provided if “EVIC” is not available

Total debt in fiscal year

To provide with “Total equity in fiscal year”. In case of investment in
listed client, should only be provided if “EVIC” is not available

Total balance sheet value in fiscal year

If either “Total debt” or “Total equity” is not available, this data point
should be provided

Optional data
Input data

Comment

Capital mobilised (# currency)

If data is provided, it will be added to the capital in the calculation of
attribution

Facility number

Additional field allowing users to track the amounts outstanding per
facility
It will only be available in the Input Template

Users must pay extra attention to the following when filling up the “Attribution” sheet. If the data is not
filled in correctly, the model will not be able to calculate attribution and/or link it to the results:
1. Data completeness: the attribution data should never be inserted in isolation, but always together
with other client data, in the same input template;
2. Data consistency: the “Client name/code”, years and “Investee name” (if relevant) of the
attribution data should match the data of the corresponding organisation in the other sheets of
the input template;
3. Investee’s attribution: to calculate the attribution share of a financial intermediary’s investee, data
must be provided i) on the assets of the investee, and ii) on the assets of the financial
intermediary who invested in the investee (i.e. investor). To do so, two lines are required: one for
the investee and one for the financial intermediary itself;
4. Attribution data prioritisation: if both “Outstanding amount - Listed equity” and “relative equity
share” are provided the former data point is prioritised;
5. Missing complementary: when “Relative equity share” is provided, users must also enter “Total
equity” for the estimation of the attribution share. If it is not available, the “Relative equity share”
will be used as the default attribution share.
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Input indicator sources
The definitions used for the inputs follow international standards where possible. The following data
hierarchy has been used:
1. HIPSO: The Harmonised Indicators for Private Sector Operations (HIPSO) standardise reporting
criteria among IFIs. A first set of 27 indicators was agreed in the form of an MoU signed by 25 IFIs.
It mandates that if an IFI tracks development results, it will use the harmonised definitions and
units of measurement;
2. IRIS: IRIS is a generally accepted impact accounting system that leading impact investors use to
measure, manage, and optimise their impact. IRIS metrics are designed to measure the social,
environmental and financial performance of an investment.
Other sources include:
•

IFRS: the International Finance Reporting Standards (IFRS) are accounting standards that provide
a common global language for business affairs so that company accounts are understandable and
comparable across international boundaries. To facilitate auditing of inputs, a link to the IFRS is
provided where relevant;

•

OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms: comprehensive set of definitions of the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), primarily drawn from existing international
statistical guidelines and recommendations that have been prepared over the last two or three
decades by international organisations (such as the United Nations, ILO, OECD, Eurostat, IMF)
working with national statistical institutes and other agencies responsible for the initial compilation
and dissemination of statistical data;

•

IFC: The International Finance Corporation (IFC) is a sister organisation of the World Bank and
member of the World Bank Group and the largest global development institution focused
exclusively on the private sector in developing countries. It has developed a set of definitions it
uses in its operations.
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THE USER INTERFACE
This section describes the User Interface. It covers how to log in and out of the User Interface, including
how to recover a lost or forgotten login and password, how to upload the Input Template data, how to
navigate the various results pages, and how to download output data displayed in the User Interface.

4.1

How to log in & sign up
Please go to www.jointimpactmodel.org, and click on the “Log in” button in the top right corner of the web
page. This brings you to the login page.
For an optimal user experience, please do not use Internet Explorer.
Users can log in from the login page, which has three main components that are highlighted in Exhibit 2
(left):
1. The Email and Password boxes – insert your chosen email and password here;
2. Submit button – click here to log in;
3. Request access link – use this link to get your organisation access to the model;
4. Sign up link – use this link to create a login email and password when you use the interface for the
first time. This will take you to the Sign-up page.
Users can sign up to access the JIM by creating a login and password on the Sign-up page Exhibit 2 (right),
which has two components:
4. Email and Password boxes – insert the email and password information you would like to
associate your JIM account with;
5. Submit button – click here to finalise the registration process.

Exhibit 2: Login page (left) & sign-up page (right)
After registering, you will receive an email to activate your account. After that, you can login using the email
and password you signed up with. Please note the activation email might be directed to your spam folder.
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How to upload an input file
The “Upload page” appears directly after logging in. The upload page has two main components that are
highlighted in Exhibit 3:
1. Choose file button – select this button to browse for an input file on your computer;
2. Check box – before uploading any file you must accept the Terms and Conditions of the JIM;
3. Upload button – select this button to upload your chosen input file;
If you would like to change the input data file while on the portfolio page, this can be done via the upload
button in the Navigation button bar. It will direct you back to the “Upload page”.
To upload results in this way, click this button:

Exhibit 3: Upload page

4.3

How to handle the error messages
Once you pressed Upload the JIM will carry out an input validation before running the model. By doing so, it
verifies if key information were correctly inserted by the user. If any mistake was made, the upload will stop
and the errors will be listed.

Error messages layout
The errors will be displayed above the “Choose File” button on the upload page. If there are multiple errors,
they will be displayed one below the other.

Exhibit 4: Error messages information box
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The key information to help solve the error will be specified in the “message” column.

Information provided
The message provides 3 key information to help spot and correct the error:
1. In which sheet is the error. The first part of the message, “Failed input […]”, indicates the sheet:
o

“Failed input validation Clients DataFrame” corresponds to the sheet “Client input”;

o

“Failed input validation FI DataFrame” corresponds to the sheet “FI and PE”.

2. The type of error. The second part of the message will tell you what is wrong. For more information,
refer to the next section;
3. In which row is the error. The last part will clearly specify the error’s row (e.g. row “X”). Please note
that to find the reference row, you have to start counting from the row below the unit line in the
Input Template.
In case of duplicates, the error message will clearly specify the sheet and the row.

Types of errors
For now, the model checks for 3 types of errors:

4.4

•

Misspelling in one of the input fields (i.e. “Client type”, “Country/region of operation”, “Economic
activity”, “Power technology type”);

•

Misplaced inputs (e.g. inputting “Revenue” for a “construction phase” project instead of “Project
value”);

•

Duplicate lines (i.e. lines which have the same “Client name”, “Fiscal year”, “Reporting year”,
“Country” and “Economic activity”).

How to analyse results
Portfolio page
The results overview page has six main components, which are highlighted in Exhibit 5:
1. Navigation buttons – select these buttons (Portfolio, Comparison, Upload, Logout) to change the
user interface page, change the input file, or log out;
2. Data filters – select an attribution approach, different years, sectors, country, sub-regions, country
income classifications and/or client types of the input file data to change the displayed results;
3. Investment data overview – look here for an overview of the filtered investment data from the
uploaded input file. These data describe the inputs for the results based on the filtered choices;
4. Results’ overview table – look here for an overview of the main results by impact indicator and
impact scope, and the corresponding confidence level. These data reflect the results calculated by
the model. Users can also click on “Show details” for a breakdown of the sub-indicators;
5. Result selection buttons – select here the impact indicator you would like displayed below in the
graphic overview of results;
6. Graphic overview of results – look here for a visualisation of the results from the impact indicator
selected. This shows the geographic distribution, by country, of the results, the level of chosen
results by impact scope (Direct, Supply chain, Induced, Power enabling, and Finance enabling) and
the sector breakdown of the results. It also shows the total impact for the chosen impact indicator
in the horizontal bar. Sector breakdowns can be selected to show the breakdown of results by
impact scope within individual sectors.
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1
2

3

4

5

6

Exhibit 5: Portfolio page
As shown in Exhibit 6, breakdowns of the impact indicators are also available in the Results’ overview
table, providing insights on their sub-indicators (e.g. savings, taxes, CO2). Users can click on “Show details”
to view the nested information.

Exhibit 6: Results’ overview table of the user interface
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Comparison page
The comparison page allows users to compare two portfolio selections. The functionality is the same as for
the portfolio page.

Exhibit 7: Comparison page

4.5

Results Excel file
A results file is automatically downloaded to your computer. If it is not the case, please check your
downloads folder or accept pop-up windows.
Data provided in the results download file are the same data as presented in the user interface pages and
are based on the input file uploaded. The results file consists of 4 different sheets: general information on
the clients inputted (e.g. revenue, power production), value added results, employments results and GHG
emissions results. The download file is provided in Excel (.xlsx) format.
In the results file, the columns are various categories and splits of results and the rows are each individual
result possible. What this means is that, in the results sheets, a single investment can have several rows,
each one representing a different result, such as direct employment, supply chain employment, direct
value added, and so on. Additionally, in the general sheet, each client or project is displayed in separate
rows showing some key inputs and drivers of results: revenue and power production (if available). There
are 85 columns in total, 65 of which are the split by detailed GTAP sector of the results. The remaining
columns are described below in
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Table 2: Results file column descriptions
Column title

Description

Impact indicator
•
General
•
Employment

The key impact indicator results are provided for:
•
General information about the client or project (i.e. Revenue, Power production)
•
All working age people (15 years and older) who are engaged in any activity to
produce goods or provide services for pay or profit, expressed in number of
people
•
The sum of salaries, taxes and profits, equivalent to gross domestic product,
expressed in monetary value
•
The sum of CO2 and non-CO2 emissions, expressed in CO2-eq
Breakdowns of the key impact indicators results are provided for:
•
General information about the client or project (i.e. Revenue, Power production)
•
Total employment
•
Female employment
•
Formal employment
•
Informal employment
•
Value of the organisation's net savings
•
Value of net wages paid to all full-time and part-time employees of the
organisation during the reporting period
•
All transfers to the government made by a client over the reporting period.
Negative taxes are typically subsidies provided by the government.
•
Direct CO2 emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels from owned or
controlled sources
•
Indirect CO2 emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels from the generation of
purchased electricity
•
Supply chain CO2 emissions from the local combustion of fossil fuels other than
the emissions related to the client’s direct electricity supplier (scope: backward
permanent, backward temporary, finance enabling)
•
Supply chain CO2 emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels abroad

•

Value added

•
GHG
Sub-indicator
•
General
•
Total
•
Female
•
Formal
•
Informal
•
Savings
•
Wages
•

Taxes

•

Absolute emissions Scope
1 - CO2
Absolute emissions Scope
2 - CO2
Absolute emissions Scope
3 Local - CO2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Scope
•

Absolute emissions Scope
3 Imports - CO2
Absolute emissions Other CO2

•

Absolute emissions Scope
1 - Non-CO2
Absolute emissions Scope
2 - Non-CO2
Absolute emissions Scope
3 Local - Non-CO2

•

Absolute emissions Scope
3 Imports - Non-CO2
Absolute emissions Other Non-CO2

•

Emission removals
Backward permanent

•

Backward temporary

•

Finance enabling

•

Power enabling

Sub-scope
•
General
•
•
•

Direct
Supply chain
Induced

•

Power enabling

Least Developed Countries (LDC)
Income classification
•
Low income
•
Lower middle income

•
•

CO2 emissions related to the spending of wages AND downstream CO2
emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels related to activities enabled by
additional power supply (scope: power enabling)
Direct non-CO2 emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels from owned or
controlled sources
Indirect non-CO2 emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels from the
generation of purchased electricity
Supply chain non-CO2 emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels other than
the emissions related to the client’s direct electricity supplier (scope: backward
permanent, backward temporary, finance enabling)
Supply chain CO2 emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels abroad

•

Non-CO2 emissions related to the spending of wages AND downstream non-CO2
emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels related to activities enabled by
additional power supply (scope: power enabling)
•
CO2 and non-CO2 emissions that are being sequestered through the investment.
The scopes of impact results are provided for:
•
Impacts at the client company/project, its suppliers, and impacts associated with
the spending of wages that are likely to reoccur every year
•
Impacts at the client project, its suppliers, and impacts associated with the
spending of wages that are likely to be one-off. Specifically applies to client type:
project finance – construction phase.
•
Impacts at companies, suppliers of companies, and their suppliers associated
with the financial intermediary’s lending
•
Impacts associated with the additional output created by companies that use the
additional power generated by the client company/project, as well as by nonpower using firms in their supply chain
More details on the scopes results are provided for:
•
General information about the client or project (i.e. Revenue, Power production)
•
Impacts at the client company/ project.
•
Impacts at the client company/ project’s suppliers and their suppliers;
•
Impacts associated with the spending of wages earned by employees of the client
company/ project, its suppliers and their suppliers;
•
Impacts associated with the additional output created by companies that use the
additional power generated by the client company/ project, as well as by nonpower using firms in their supply chain (e.g. small-scale agriculture). Power
enabling is the sum of direct and supply chain impacts, and cannot be split.
Mentions whether the country is listed by the UN as part of the “least developed countries”
Income level of the country according to World Bank Atlas method
•
Economies with a GNI per capita of $1,025 or less in 2018;
•
Economies with a GNI per capita between $1,026 and $3,995
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•
Upper middle income
Region name
Sub-region name
Country
Economic activity
Reporting year
Fiscal year
Client name/code
Client type
Investee name
Revenue
Outstanding amount
Power production
Total (results)
Results per GTAP sector

Youth employment share
Comment
Impact / USD m of revenue
Impact / USD m of outstanding
amount
Attribution - Outstanding amount
Attribution share – outstanding
Attribution - Committed amount
Attribution share - committed

JIM 2.0

•
Economies with a GNI per capita between $3,996 and $12,375
Country region (Africa, Asia, Americas, etc.)
Country sub-region (North Africa, West Africa, Southern Asia, South-eastern Asia, etc.)
Country included in the uploaded input template
Economic activity included in the uploaded input template
Reporting year for data included in the uploaded input template
Fiscal year for data included in the uploaded input template
Name of client included in the uploaded input template
Client type designation from input template if included
Investee name from input template if included
Revenue included in uploaded input template. It is only displayed in the General sheet.
Outstanding amount included in uploaded input template, in the FI and PE sheet. It is only
displayed in the General sheet
Power production included in uploaded input template, only displayed in the General sheet
Total value of the results for the specified impact indicators, sub-indicator, scope, etc.
Value of the results for the specified GTAP sector, and impact indicator, sub-indicator,
scope, etc. For correspondence of GTAP sectors to NACE sectors, please see Appendix 4.
For
more
information
on
the
abbreviations,
please
see:
https://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/databases/v10/v10_sectors.aspx#Sector65
Share of youth employment for country/region
Any information regarding a client (e.g. categorisation, custom mapping) that was inserted
by the user in the Input Template’s “Comment” input field
Total (results) divided by the Revenue
Attributed results (“Total” x “Attribution share”) divided by the “Attribution – Outstanding
amount” or “Attribution – Committed amount” in millions
Investor’s outstanding amount in the client. The amount outstanding of a client in an
investee is not displayed.
Attribution share calculated as the share of the investor’s outstanding amount in the client’s
assets
Investor’s committed amount in the client. The amount committed by a client in an investee
is not displayed.
Attribution share calculated as the share of the investor’s committed amount in the client’s
assets

Please note that as the results file is composed of different sheets (one per impact indicator, plus the
general information), the “Total” and “Results per GTAP sector” columns are only filled up in the results
sheets, while “Revenue” and “Power production” are only provided in the General sheet.
Also, impact indicators and sub-indicators described above are only visible in the dedicated sheet.
“Employment”, “Total” and “Female”, for instance, will only be visible in the Employment results sheet.

4.6 How to log out
When finished, log out by clicking the “Logout” symbol:
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REPORTING RULES & CONSIDERATIONS
Reporting the results shown in the JIM should be done thoughtfully. Miscommunication of results could
unduly discredit them. As such, guidance on properly communicating results is provided below. Final
guidance rules and considerations will be decided in coordination by the Joint Impact Foundation.
Reporting Rules

•

Claim to “support” not “create” impacts: users should always communicate that results are
“supported” by companies in their portfolio, not “created” by them. The JIM calculates gross
impacts and does not account for a counterfactual scenario in which the companies’ activities
would not have occurred. It cannot be said that impacts are “caused” by companies in portfolios.

•

Display result confidence levels: users should always communicate the level of confidence in the
results they report. Omitting that there is a varying confidence level for different results may give
the false impression that all results are equally precise.

•

Disclose the share of the total portfolio covered: users should explain the scope of the clients they
have included in the JIM input file (i.e. only active clients, also historical clients, etc), and share the
percentage of the total portfolio that is covered by the JIM.

•

Communicate results on portfolio level, disaggregated by scope of impact: users should never
communicate investment-specific results. Instead, they should communicate results for the entire
portfolio of investments. These results on portfolio level should always be disaggregated by scope
of impact, i.e. direct, supply chain, induced, power enabling and financing enabling impacts.
Confidence levels vary per scope.

•

Communicate results as “modelled estimates”: users should always communicate that results are
“modelled estimates” rather than actual figures. As discussed briefly in this user guide (and in
detail in the Methodology paper) modelling results are directionally correct estimates that are
calculated using country and sector averages.

•

Be transparent about attribution: users should always disclose whether or not results have been
attributed to their own investment, and which attribution method has been applied. If users do not
attribute, they cannot make any claims regarding the results, and should always communicate
that results are related to their clients (not their investments). If results are not attributed, there
will be double counted results reported by individual users. They can never be aggregated.

•

Disclose whether results are based on ex-post or ex-ante estimations: users should explain
whether the impacts reported on are based on the outstanding portfolio (ex-post approach) or
committed portfolio (ex-ante approach). If they are based on the ex-ante approach, users should
communicate the additional assumptions that apply.

•

Example:
o

Incorrect: Our investments created 1,000 jobs across Sub-Saharan Africa in 2018.

o

Correct: The clients in our portfolio supported an estimated 200 direct jobs, 300 supply
chain jobs, and 500 induced jobs across Sub-Saharan Africa in 2018.

Reporting disclaimer
When reporting result, users must include the following language alongside the results. This can be done
as a footnote, an info- box, or another form.
Impact results are calculated using the Joint Impact Model, a web-based tool for impact
oriented investors in developing markets developed by Steward Redqueen, in coordination
with CDC, FMO, BIO, Proparco, AfDB, and FinDev Canada. The results are calculated using
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economic modelling and do not represent actual figures, rather, they are estimates and should
be interpreted as such.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
For technical issues (e.g. login problems), please contact technicalsupport@jointimpactmodel.com.
For questions about the collaborative, key features of the JIM, impact indicators, scopes of impact, input
data,
methodology,
and
applicability
to
your
organization,
please
contact:
modelsupport@jointimpactmodel.com
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APPENDIX 1: INDICATOR DEFINITIONS
Indicator

Definition

Source

Link

Absolute emissions –
Scope 1

Amount of greenhouse gases (GHG) emitted through the organisation's operations from direct
emissions sources during the reporting period. The GHG Protocol defines direct emissions as
emissions from sources that are owned or controlled by the reporting entity. The GHG Protocol
also classifies direct emissions as "Scope 1"

IRIS

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.0/oi4112/

Absolute emissions –
Scope 2

Amount of greenhouse gases (GHG) emitted through the organisation's consumption of
purchased electricity, heat, or steam during the reporting period.

Based on
IRIS

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.0/oi9604/

Absolute emissions –
Scope 3

Amount of greenhouse gases (GHG) emitted by the organisation's suppliers and suppliers of
suppliers during the reporting period, except from direct energy providers (i.e. scope 2).

Based on
IRIS

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.0/oi9604/

Biomass power
generation

Energy generated from living material of plant or animal origin

Based on
OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=216

Capital mobilised

Mobilised funds are amounts committed by third parties that are demonstrably mobilized by the
finance provider in the reporting period; for example, syndicated loans where the finance
provider is mandated arranger and parallel loans where the finance provider is formally in the
lead.

OECD

http://documents.worldban
k.org/curated/en/8130915
29416636675/MDBmethodology-for-privateinvestment-mobilizationreference-guide

Client name/code

Unique name/code of client (company/fund/FI/project) for which data is provided by the
finance provider.

Client type

Type of client for which data is provided by the finance provider.

Coal power
generation

Energy generated from combustible sedimentary rock materials.

Based on
OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=4629

Commitment year

Year in which the finance provider undertook a firm obligation, expressed in writing and backed
by the necessary funds, to provide a certain amount of capital to a client.

Based on
OECD

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.0/fp5293/

Committed amount Debt

A firm obligation, expressed in writing and backed by the necessary funds, undertaken by the
finance provider to provide a certain amount of capital to a client in the reporting period.

Based on
OECD

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.0/fp5293/

It corresponds to the loan amount remaining on the finance provider's balance sheet at the end
of the reporting period.

Based on
PCAF

Known as “Off-balance sheet”
exposures. Could be split in loan
commitments given, guarantees
given and other commitments.

Value of committed capital remaining on the finance provider's balance sheet at the end of the
reporting period. For listed equity this is the market value of the shares (i.e. market price times
number of shares).

Based on
OECD

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.0/fp5293/

Known as “Off-balance sheet”
exposures. Could be split in loan
commitments given, guarantees
given and other commitments.

Corporations, joint stock companies, co-operatives, limited liability partnerships and other
financial and non-financial enterprises which by virtue of legislation, administrative regulations

OECD

Committed amount Listed equity

Corporate

Based on
PCAF

Comments

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=454
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or registration, are recognised as business entities independent of their owners.
Country/region of
operations

Individual or groups of territorial entities that are states, as understood by international law and
practice, and territorial entities that are not states but for which statistical data are maintained
and provided internationally on a separate and independent basis.

Based on
OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=461

Country/region of
financial
intermediary’s
outstanding amount

Country/region of enterprises in financial intermediary’s outstanding amount.

See
country/
region

Direct employment construction phase

Number of full-time equivalent construction workers employed for the construction of the
company or project’s hard assets during the reporting period. Part-time jobs for construction are
converted to full-time equivalent jobs on a pro rata basis, based on local definition (e.g., if
working week equals 40 hours, a 24 hr/week job would be equal to 0.6 FTE job; a full-time
position for three months would be equal to a 0.25 FTE job if the reporting period is one year). If
the information is not available, the rule-of-thumb is two part-time jobs equal a full-time job.

HIPSO

https://indicators.ifipartner
ship.org/indicators/

Direct employment construction phase –
female

Number of female full-time equivalent construction workers employed for the construction of
the company or project’s hard assets during the reporting period. Part-time jobs for construction
are converted to full-time equivalent jobs on a pro rata basis, based on local definition (e.g., if
working week equals 40 hours, a 24 hr/week job would be equal to 0.6 FTE job; a full-time
position for three months would be equal to a 0.25 FTE job if the reporting period is one year). If
the information is not available, the rule-of-thumb is two part-time jobs equal a full-time job.

HIPSO

https://indicators.ifipartner
ship.org/indicators/

Direct employment operations &
maintenance

Number of full-time equivalent employees as per local definition working for the client company
or project at the end of the reporting period. This includes directly hired individuals and
individuals hired through third party agencies as long as those individuals provide on-site
services related to the operations of the client company. Also, this includes full-time equivalent
worked by seasonal, contractual and part time employees. Part-time jobs are converted to fulltime equivalent jobs on a pro rata basis, based on local definition (e.g., if working week equals
40 hours, a 24 hr/week job would be equal to 0.6 FTE job). Seasonal or short-term jobs are
prorated on the basis of the portion of the reporting period that was worked (e.g., a full-time
position for three months would be equal to a 0.25 FTE job if the reporting period is one year). If
the information is not available, the rule-of-thumb is two part-time jobs equal a full-time job.

HIPSO

https://indicators.ifipartner
ship.org/indicators/

Direct employment operations &
maintenance female

Number of full-time equivalent female employees as per local definition working for the client
company or project at the end of the reporting period. This includes directly hired individuals
and individuals hired through third party agencies as long as those individuals provide on-site
services related to the operations of the client company. Also, this includes full-time equivalent
worked by seasonal, contractual and part time employees. Part-time jobs are converted to fulltime equivalent jobs on a pro rata basis, based on local definition. Seasonal or short-term jobs
are prorated on the basis of the portion of the reporting period that was worked. If the
information is not available, the rule-of-thumb is two part-time jobs equal a full-time job.

HIPSO

https://indicators.ifipartner
ship.org/indicators/

Direct employment operations &
maintenance female third party
hires

Number of full-time equivalent female employees as per local definition hired through third
party agencies working for the client company or project at the end of the reporting period. Also,
this includes full-time equivalent worked by seasonal, contractual and part-time employees.
Part-time jobs are converted to full-time equivalent jobs on a pro rata basis, based on local
definition. Seasonal or short-term jobs are prorated on the basis of the portion of the reporting
period that was worked). If the information is not available, the rule-of-thumb is two part-time

HIPSO

https://indicators.ifipartner
ship.org/indicators/

If the country of the outstanding
amount is not available, the
country of operations of the
bank can be used as a proxy
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jobs equal a full-time job.
Direct employment operations &
maintenance - third
party hires

Number of full-time equivalent employees as per local definition hired through third party
agencies working for the client company or project at the end of the reporting period. Also, this
includes full-time equivalent worked by seasonal, contractual and part time employees hired
through third party. Part-time jobs are converted to full-time equivalent jobs on a pro rata basis,
based on local definition. Seasonal or short-term jobs are prorated on the basis of the portion of
the reporting period that was worked. If the information is not available, the rule-of-thumb is two
part-time jobs equal a full-time job.

Based on
HIPSO

https://indicators.ifipartner
ship.org/indicators/

EBITDA

Value of the organization's net income before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization
during the reporting period.

IRIS

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.1/fp1657/

Economic activity

An activity is a process, i.e. the combination of actions that result in a certain set of products.

OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=30

Economic activity of
financial
intermediary’s
outstanding amount

Economic activity of enterprises in financial intermediary’s outstanding amount.

See
economi
c activity

Economic activity –
breakdown #

The different economic activities on which the revenue or project value are spent.

Emission removals

Emissions that are being sequestered through the investment.

Enterprise Value
Including Cash (EVIC)

Sum of the market capitalization of ordinary shares at fiscal year-end, the market capitalization
of preferred shares at fiscal year-end, and the book values of total debt and minorities’
interests.

PCAF/EU
TEG

https://carbonaccountingfi
nancials.com/files/downloa
ds/PCAF-Global-GHGStandard.pdf

Equity

Value of the interest of an owner or partial owner in an asset.

OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=849

Finance provider

Organisation inserting data on its clients to quantify impact.

Financial institution

All units that engage in financial intermediation as their principal activity and have liabilities in
the form of deposits or financial instruments (such as short-term certificates of deposit) that are
close substitutes for deposits.

Based on
OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=178

Financial
intermediary

Units which incur liabilities on their own account on financial markets by borrowing funds which
they lend on different terms and conditions to other institutional units.

OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=970

Fiscal year

Any 12-month period which is set for accounting purpose of an enterprise (reporting period).

Based on
OECD

https://www.oecd.org/ctp/g
lossaryoftaxterms.htm

Geothermal power
generation

Energy generation from heat emitted from within the earth’s crust, usually in the form of hot
water or steam.

Based on
OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=4599

Greenhouse gas
emissions
avoided/reduced:
direct

Amount expressed in metric tons of CO2 equivalents of greenhouse gases (GHG) avoided, i.e.
that would have been emitted by the replaced product, or reduced through the organisation's
operations during the reporting period.

IAS 7

IAS 32, IFRS 2
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Hydro power
generation

Electricity generation using the power of falling water.

OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=1271

Installed capacity

Maximum output of electricity that a power plant can produce under ideal conditions, i.e. the
intended full-load sustained output of a power plant.

EIA

Investee name

Unique name/code of company/project the financial intermediary invested in, and for which
data is provided by the finance provider.

Investment fund

Institutional units, excluding pension funds, that consolidate investor funds for the purpose of
acquiring financial assets.

OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=6191

Large enterprise

An enterprise qualifies as a large company if it does not meet two out of the three criteria of the
IFC MSME definition (employees, assets, revenue), or if the loan to it falls outside the MSME
loan size proxy.

IFC

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wc
m/connect/industry_ext_co
ntent/ifc_external_corporat
e_site/financial+institutions
/priorities/ifcs+definitions+
of+targeted+sectors

Micro enterprise

An enterprise qualifies as a micro if it meets two out of the three criteria of the IFC micro
definition (employees, assets, revenue), or if the loan to it falls within the relevant micro loan
size proxy.

IFC

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wc
m/connect/industry_ext_co
ntent/ifc_external_corporat
e_site/financial+institutions
/priorities/ifcs+definitions+
of+targeted+sectors

Natural gas power
generation

Electricity generation by burning natural gas in a natural gas fired combined cycle.

Net capacity factor

The ratio of the net electricity generated, for the time considered, to the energy that could have
been generated at continuous full-power operation during the same period.

Based on
USNRC

https://www.nrc.gov/readin
g-rm/basicref/glossary/capacity-factornet.html

Net income

Value of the organisation's net profit, calculated as total income minus total expenses, taxes,
and cost of goods sold during the reporting period.

IRIS

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.0/fp1301/

Net interest income

Financial performance measure that reflects the difference between the revenue generated
from a bank's interest-bearing assets and expenses associated with paying on its interestbearing liabilities.

Nuclear power
generation

A facility that converts atomic energy into usable power. In a nuclear electric power plant, heat
produced by a reactor is generally used to drive a turbine which in turn drives an electric
generator.

Based on
OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=1858

Outstanding amount
- Debt

Book value of the debt that the borrower owes to the lender (i.e. disbursed debt minus any
repayments)

PCAF

https://carbonaccountingfi
nancials.com/files/downloa
ds/PCAF-Global-GHGStandard.pdf

IFRS should supersede OECD
metric

IAS 1

Page 49/61
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Outstanding amount
- Listed equity

The value of outstanding listed equity is defined based on its market value (i.e., market price
times number of shares)

PCAF

https://carbonaccountingfi
nancials.com/files/downloa
ds/PCAF-Global-GHGStandard.pdf

Page 49

Payments to
government

All transfers to the government made by the client over the reporting period. At a minimum, this
includes payments to the government in the form of corporate income or profit taxes. Additional
forms of transfer to be reported as appropriate include (i) revenue taxes, (ii) net VAT, (iii)
royalties, (iv) dividends and related taxes, (v) management and/or concession fees, (vi) license
fees, (vii) tax on payment of interest, and (viii) other material payments net of any direct
subsidies received.

HIPSO

https://indicators.ifipartner
ship.org/indicators/

IAS 12

Payments to supplier
organisations and
individuals: local

Value of payments made to local enterprises and individuals that sold goods or services to the
organisation during the reporting period.

IRIS

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.0/pi5478/

Payments to supplier
organisations and
individuals: total

Value of payments made to enterprises and individuals that sold goods or services to the
organisation during the reporting period.

IRIS

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.0/pi1849/

Can be estimated by deducting
EBIT and wages from total
revenue

Permanent employee
wages: total

Value of wages (including bonuses, excluding benefits) paid to all full-time and part-time
employees of the organisation during the reporting period. These should be pre-tax
wages/salaries paid to the organisation's employees and should not include benefits nor
include payroll expenses.

IRIS

https://iris.thegiin.org/metri
c/5.0/oi9677/

IAS 24

Petroleum power
generation

Electricity generation using petroleum products, oil-based products which can be obtained by
distillation.

Based on
OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=4619

Power production

Energy delivered to off taker(s) during the reporting period.

HIPSO

https://indicators.ifipartner
ship.org/indicators/

Power technology
type

Technology used to generate power.

Project finance
construction phase

A form of financing primarily based on claims against the financed asset or project rather than
on the sponsor of the project. The construction phase covers all activities before the
commencement of operations.

Based on
OECD

Project finance
operations phase

A form of financing primarily based on claims against the financed asset or project rather than
on the sponsor of the project. The operations phase covers the activities starting from the
commencement of operations.

Based on
OECD

Project value

The cumulative value of all project costs in the reporting period.

Relative equity share
– commitment year

Financial assets which represent property rights on the client held by the finance provider at
time of commitment.

Based on
OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=2451

IAS 32, IFRS 2

Relative equity share
– fiscal year

Financial assets which represent property rights on the client held by the finance provider at the
end of the reporting period.

Based on
OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=2451

IAS 32, IFRS 2
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Reporting year

Any 12-month period which is set for reporting purpose of a JIM user.

Based on
OECD

https://www.oecd.org/ctp/g
lossaryoftaxterms.htm

Revenue

Gross value of revenue over the reporting period.

HIPSO

https://indicators.ifipartner
ship.org/indicators/

Revenue (/project
value) % - breakdown
#

Share of the revenue or project value that is spent on a specific economic activity.

Share of capital Large enterprise

Share of a financial intermediary’s outstanding amount in large enterprises.

Share of capital Micro enterprise

Share of a financial intermediary’s outstanding amount in micro enterprises.

Share of capital –
SME

Share of a financial intermediary’s outstanding amount in SMEs.

Size of enterprise

Size of enterprise to which capital is directed.

Based on
IFC

SME

An enterprise qualifies as an SME if it meets two out of the three criteria of the IFC SME
definition (employees, assets, revenue), or if the loan to it falls within the relevant SME loan size
proxy.

IFC

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wc
m/connect/industry_ext_co
ntent/ifc_external_corporat
e_site/financial+institutions
/priorities/ifcs+definitions+
of+targeted+sectors

Solar power
generation

Solar radiation exploited for hot water production and electricity generation.

OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=4622

Total balance sheet
value

Sum of total equity and liabilities, which is equal to a client’s total assets.

PCAF

https://carbonaccountingfi
nancials.com/files/downloa
ds/PCAF-Global-GHGStandard.pdf

Total debt

Book values of total debt, including both current and long-term debt from the balance sheet of a
client.

PCAF

https://carbonaccountingfi
nancials.com/files/downloa
ds/PCAF-Global-GHGStandard.pdf

Total equity

For listed equity, it corresponds to the market capitalisation of a client. For unlisted equity, it is
the total equity on the client’s balance sheet.

PCAF

https://carbonaccountingfi
nancials.com/files/downloa
ds/PCAF-Global-GHGStandard.pdf

Wind power
generation

Kinetic energy of wind exploited for electricity generation in wind turbines.

OECD

https://stats.oecd.org/gloss
ary/detail.asp?ID=4626

Wood power
generation

Energy generated from wood and wood residues.

IAS 18
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APPENDIX 2: INDICATOR LISTS
Table 3: Client type list
Client types
Corporate
Financial institution
Investment fund
Project finance operations phase
Project finance construction phase

Table 4: Power technology type list

Power technology types
Geothermal
Hydro
Nuclear
Biomass
Solar
Wind
Wood
Miscellaneous - renewables9
Coal
Natural gas
Petroleum
Miscellaneous - non-renewables10

9

If this category is selected, power enabling impacts cannot be quantified.
If this category is selected, power enabling impacts cannot be quantified.

10
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Table 5: NACE level 1 sector list
NACE Sectors (Level 1)
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
Transportation and storage
Accommodation and food service activities
Information and communication
Financial and insurance activities
Real estate activities
Professional, scientific and technical activities
Administrative and support service activities
Public administration and defence; compulsory social security
Education
Human health and social work activities
Arts, entertainment and recreation
Other service activities
Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of households for own use
Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies
Miscellaneous

Table 6: NACE level 2 sector list
NACE Sectors (Level 2)
Crop and animal production, hunting and related service activities
Forestry and logging
Fishing and aquaculture
Mining of coal and lignite
Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas
Mining of metal ores
Other mining and quarrying
Mining support service activities
Manufacture of food products
Manufacture of beverages
Manufacture of tobacco products
Manufacture of textiles
Manufacture of wearing apparel
Manufacture of leather and related products
Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture; manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting materials
Manufacture of paper and paper products
Printing and reproduction of recorded media
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Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products
Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products
Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations
Manufacture of rubber and plastic products
Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products
Manufacture of basic metals
Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment
Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products
Manufacture of electrical equipment
Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.
Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
Manufacture of other transport equipment
Manufacture of furniture
Other manufacturing
Repair and installation of machinery and equipment
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
Water collection, treatment and supply
Sewerage
Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery
Remediation activities and other waste management services
Construction of buildings
Civil engineering
Specialised construction activities
Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles
Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles
Land transport and transport via pipelines
Water transport
Air transport
Warehousing and support activities for transportation
Postal and courier activities
Accommodation
Food and beverage service activities
Publishing activities
Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and music publishing activities
Programming and broadcasting activities
Telecommunications
Computer programming, consultancy and related activities
Information service activities
Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding
Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security
Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities
Real estate activities
Legal and accounting activities
Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities
Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis
Scientific research and development
Advertising and market research
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Other professional, scientific and technical activities
Veterinary activities
Rental and leasing activities
Employment activities
Travel agency, tour operator and other reservation service and related activities
Security and investigation activities
Services to buildings and landscape activities
Office administrative, office support and other business support activities
Public administration and defence; compulsory social security
Education
Human health activities
Residential care activities
Social work activities without accommodation
Creative, arts and entertainment activities
Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities
Gambling and betting activities
Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities
Activities of membership organisations
Repair of computers and personal and household goods
Other personal service activities
Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel
Undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of private households for own use
Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies
Miscellaneous

Table 7: GTAP sector list11
GTAP Sectors
1

Paddy rice

42

Machinery and equipment nec

2

Wheat

43

Motor vehicles and parts

3

Cereal grains nec

44

Transport equipment nec

4

Vegetables, fruit, nuts

45

Manufactures nec

5

Oil seeds

46

Electricity

6

Sugar cane, sugar beet

47

Gas manufacture, distribution

7

Plant-based fibres

48

Water

8

Crops nec

49

Construction

9

Bovine cattle, sheep and goats, horses

50

Trade

10

Animal products nec

51

Accommodation, Food and service activities

11

Raw milk

52

Transport nec

12

Wool, silk-worm cocoons

53

Water transport

13

Forestry

54

Air transport

14

Fishing

55

Warehousing and support activities

15

Coal

56

Communication

11

More info: https://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/databases/v10/v10_sectors.aspx#Sector65
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16

Oil

57

Financial services nec

17

Gas

58

Insurance (formerly isr)

18

Other Extraction (formerly omn Minerals nec)

59

Real estate activities

19

Bovine meat products

60

Business services nec

20

Meat products nec

61

Recreational and other services

21

Vegetable oils and fats

62

Public Administration and defense

22

Dairy products

63

Education

23

Processed rice

64

Human health and social work activities

24

Sugar

65

Dwellings

25

Food products nec

26

Beverages and tobacco products

27

Textiles

28

Wearing apparel

29

Leather products

30

Wood products

31

Paper products, publishing

32

Petroleum, coal products

33

Chemical products

34

Basic pharmaceutical products

35

Rubber and plastic products

36

Mineral products nec

37

Ferrous metals

38

Metals nec

39

Metal products

40

Computer, electronic and optical products

41

Electrical equipment

Table 8: Country list12
Country/ region
Afghanistan

El Salvador

Mauritania

St. Helena

Aland Islands

Equatorial Guinea

Mauritius

St. Pierre and Miquelon

Albania

Eritrea

Mayotte

Sudan

Algeria

Ethiopia

American Samoa

Falkland Islands

Angola

Fiji

Mexico
Micronesia, Federated States
of
Moldova, Republic of

Suriname
Svalbard and Jan Mayen
Islands
Swaziland

Anguilla

French Guiana

Mongolia

Syrian Arab Republic

Argentina

French Southern Territories

Montenegro

Tajikistan

Armenia

Gabon

Montserrat

Tanzania, United Republic of

Azerbaijan

Gambia

Morocco

Thailand

Bangladesh

Georgia

Mozambique

Togo

Belarus

Ghana

Myanmar

Tokelau

Belize

Grenada

Namibia

Tonga

12

High income countries are out of scope of the JIM. Based on the World Bank Atlas Method. List as of June 2019. Exceptions are
high income countries Chile, Panama and Uruguay, which are included.
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Benin

Guadeloupe

Nauru

Tunisia

Bhutan

Guatemala

Nepal

Turkey

Bolivia

Guernsey

Netherlands Antilles

Turkmenistan

Bonaire, Sint Eustatius, Saba

Guinea

Nicaragua

Tuvalu

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Guinea-Bissau

Niger

Uganda

Botswana

Guyana

Nigeria

Ukraine

Bouvet Island

Haiti

Niue

Uruguay

Brazil

Heard and Mc Donald Islands

Norfolk Island

U.S. Minor Islands

British Indian Ocean Territory

Holy See

Pakistan

Uzbekistan

Bulgaria

Honduras

State of Palestine

Vanuatu

Burkina Faso

India

Panama

Venezuela

Burundi

Indonesia

Papua New Guinea

Vietnam

Cambodia

Iran (Islamic Republic of)

Paraguay

Wallis and Futuna Islands

Cameroon

Iraq

Peru

Western Sahara

Cabo Verde

Jamaica

Philippines

Yemen

Central African Republic

Jersey

Pitcairn

Zambia

Chad

Jordan

Reunion

Zimbabwe

Chile

Kazakhstan

Romania

World

China

Kenya

Russia

Africa

Christmas Island

Kiribati

Rwanda

Northern Africa

Cocos Islands

Korea, D.P.R.O.

Saint Barthélemy

Eastern Africa

Colombia

Kyrgyzstan

Middle Africa

Comoros

Laos

Congo-Brazzaville

Lebanon

Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines
Samoa

Congo, The DRC

Lesotho

São Tomé and Príncipe

Caribbean

Cook Islands

Liberia

Senegal

Central America

Costa Rica

Libyan LibyaArab Jamahiriya

Serbia

South America

Cote D’ivoire

North Macedonia

Seychelles

Asia

Cuba

Madagascar

Sierra Leone

Central Asia

Djibouti

Malawi

Solomon Islands

South-eastern Asia

Dominica

Malaysia

Somalia

Dominican Republic

Maldives

South Africa

Southern Asia
Melanesia, Micronesia,
Polynesia

East Timor

Mali

South Sudan

Ecuador

Marshall Islands

South Georgia and South S.S.

Egypt

Martinique

Sri Lanka

Southern Africa
Western Africa
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APPENDIX 3: IFC DEFINITION OF MICRO, SMALL & MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (MSMES)
IFC MSME Definition
Indicators

MSME Loan Size Proxy
Employees

Total Assets USD

Annual Sales USD

Loan Size at Origination

<10

<$100,000

<$100,000

<$10,000

Small enterprise

10 – 49

$100,000 - < $3 mln

$100,000 - < $3 mln

<$100,000

Medium enterprise

50 – 300

$3 mln - $15 mln

$3 mln - $15 mln

<$1 or $2 mln

Micro enterprise

Exhibit 8: Definition of SME
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APPENDIX 4: CORRESPONDENCE TABLE NACE - GTAP
NACE sectors

GTAP sector

A

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

B

Mining and quarrying

C

Manufacturing

D

F

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation
activities
Construction

15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
46 47

G

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles

50

H

Transportation and storage

52 53 54 55

I

Accommodation and food service activities

51

J

Information and communication

56

K

Financial and insurance activities

57 58

L

Real estate activities

59

M

Professional, scientific and technical activities

60

N

Administrative and support service activities

60

O

Public administration and defence; compulsory social security

62

P

Education

63

Q

Human health and social work activities

64

R

Arts, entertainment and recreation

61

S

Other service activities
Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods- and
services-producing activities of households for own use
Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies

61

E

T
U

48
49

61
62
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APPENDIX 5: PCAF ATTRIBUTION IN THE JIM
Attribution is calculated by combining investment and client data. The investment and client data required
differ between listed and unlisted clients. The inputs required for each of these client types are further
detailed below, including alternative options if preferred datapoints are not available.

For listed clients
Investment data
•

Outstanding amount - Debt: book value of the debt that the borrower owes to the lender (i.e.
disbursed debt minus any repayments).

AND/OR
•

Outstanding amount - Listed equity: market value (i.e., market price times number of shares)

Client data
Preferred
•

Enterprise Value Including Cash (EVIC): the sum of the market capitalization of ordinary shares at
fiscal year-end, the market capitalization of preferred shares at fiscal year-end, and the book
values of total debt and minorities’ interests.

Alternative
•

Total equity: market capitalization of ordinary shares at fiscal year-end plus the market
capitalization of preferred shares at fiscal year-end. It should be provided with “Total debt” if
“EVIC” is not available.

•

Total debt: book values of total debt, which includes both current and long-term debt from the
balance sheet of a client. It should be provided with “Total equity” if “EVIC” is not available.

•

Total balance sheet value: to provide if the breakdown between “Total equity” and “Total debt” is
not available. It corresponds to the sum of total equity and liabilities, which is equal to a client’s
total assets.

Calculation
Preferred
option

"𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 - 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡" + "𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 - 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦"
𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ (𝐸𝑉𝐼𝐶)
or
or

"𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 - 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡" + "𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 - 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦"
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡
"𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 - 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡" + "𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 - 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦"
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

For unlisted clients
Investment data
•

Outstanding amount - Debt: book value of the debt that the borrower owes to the lender (i.e.
disbursed debt minus any repayments).
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AND/OR
•

Relative equity share: corresponds to the number of shares that the financial institution holds in
the respective investee divided by the total number of shares of the investee.

Client data
Preferred
•

Total equity: total equity on the balance sheet of a client. In cases where the total company equity
value according to the client’s balance sheet is negative, total equity shall be set to 0.

•

Total debt: book values of total debt, which includes both current and long-term debt from the
balance sheet of a client.

Alternative
•

Total balance sheet value: to provide if the breakdown between “Total equity” and “Total debt” is
not available. It corresponds to the sum of total equity and liabilities, which is equal to a client’s
total assets.

Calculation
Preferred
option

"Outstanding amount - Debt" + (𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 × 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡
or

"Outstanding amount - Debt" + (𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 × 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

If “Total equity” is missing the attribution share will be:
"𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 - 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡"
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

+ 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒

Note on conflicting data
If both “Outstanding amount - Listed equity” and “Relative equity share” are provided, the calculation will
assume that the company is listed and calculate accordingly, see section above on “Listed clients”. As a
result, the “Relative equity share” will not be used in the calculation.
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